Abstract-Nurse rostering problems are typically too large and hard to be solved exactly. In order to achieve quality solutions to these difficult problems, meta-heuristics are often employed. One such meta-heuristic is Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO), inspired by the pheromone trails left by ants. ACO works by guiding a heuristic solution construction by using these pheromones to direct weighted random choices. When the problem to be solved is highly constrained, finding feasible solutions is difficult, which can result in poor performance for ACO. To address this, we propose an ACO algorithm using an integer programming based solution construction method to ensure feasibility and select from a collection of schedules. The approach also uses a novel solution merging step that combines the information from multiple ants to generate a better final roster. We discuss several challenges inherent in this approach, and how they may be overcome. Computational results on highly constrained nurse rostering problem instances from the literature demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed new hybrid metaheuristic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rostering problems involve the assignment of employees to shifts in order to satisfy cover demands, subject to hard and soft constraints according to rules and preferences respectively. For a review of rostering problems and methods, see [1] , or more recently [2] .
The Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) metaheuristic [3] has been applied successfully to a broad range of combinatorial optimisation problems since its inception, including rostering problems. ACO is inspired by the behaviour of real ants that leave trails of pheromones in order to communicate. In ACO, pheromones are used to guide solution construction by encouraging the inclusion of solution components with a higher pheromone presence. Pheromones are left by ants in quantities proportional to solution quality to push future ants towards higher quality solutions. In the past, ACO has been applied to a dynamic version of the Nurse Rostering Problem (NRP) [4] and to a very loosely constrained NRP variant [5] . This is the only ACO and exact algorithm hybrid we have encountered for the NRP.
Various hybrid techniques involving ACO have been implemented in literature, including hybrids with Constraint Programming (CP) [6] , [7] , Lagrangian Relaxation [8] , [9] , and Linear Programming [10] . Hybrids of exact methods with other meta-heuristics have also been applied to the NRP, including Tabu Search with CP [11] and Integer Linear Programming [12] , Integer Programming with Variable Neighbourhood Search [13] , and Iterated Local Search with CP [14] . More generally, hybridisation of exact algorithms and metaheuristics is discussed and classified in [15] .
What we are proposing in this paper is a new type of hybrid meta-heuristic in which Integer Programming is not only used to handle maintaining feasibility of constraints, but also to make an objective guided selection between a subset of possible schedules during solution construction of work-lines. The ACO framework then provides a way to manage solution diversification and intensification.
Highly constrained rostering problems feature a set of hard constraints that cause many roster combinations to be infeasible, reducing the feasible space of the problem. This can hinder the performance of meta-heuristics such as ACO where the random solution construction cannot achieve feasibility. In some cases this can be addressed by using problem specific knowledge to ensure the construction of only feasible solutions, however this is not always possible. Alternatively, this set of hard constraints (or a subset of) may be relaxed and penalised heavily to discourage violations. Such penalty approaches can be problematic as they distort the fitness landscape, often creating many more local optima so that it is more difficult for the optimisation to find the global optimum.
To address the problem of constructing feasible solutions, we use integer programming to generate feasible work-lines for nurses which can be combined to form a complete roster. This allows us to ensure feasibility in the construction of solutions for our highly constrained NRP, as well as select the best option from a subset of schedules, however the use of Integer Programming can introduce other challenges. Integer programs can be slow to solve for difficult problems. Quick solution construction is desired for use within metaheuristics in order to meaningfully explore the solution space. Optimally solving Integer Programming sub-problems can also lead to less solution diversity and quicker convergence to a local optimum. Our proposed hybrid algorithm addresses this challenge by using ideas from ACO to manage diversification and intensification of the search.
We propose an Integer Programming based ACO method for highly constrained rostering problems, making use of the benefits of this hybrid approach while addressing possible concerns. While our approach makes use of features that are general to rostering problems, we begin developing this new hybrid method by applying it to instances from a highly constrained NRP dataset to demonstrate its effectiveness at generating good solutions quickly, in a way that scales well for larger problems.
II. NURSE ROSTERING PROBLEM
The NRP consists of scheduling of nurses in hospitals to satisfy shift requirements. There are several types of shifts each day e.g. Day, Night, Early, Late, each with cover demands. The assignment of nurses to shifts is subject to various work contract constraints, both hard and soft, that determine legal and preferred components of nurse schedules. Individual nurse preferences for shifts on/off are also desired to be satisfied. For reviews of models and methods for NRPs, see [16] , [17] .
Due to the difficulty inherent in NRPs, in order to achieve good solutions quickly, metaheuristics are often applied to problems. Approaches attempted include Simulated Annealing [18] , Variable Neighbourhood Search [19] , Genetic Algorithm [20] , and Tabu search [12] , among others.
As discussed in [21] , constraints for the NRP can be put in 3 categories. Sequence constraints that are applied within shift sequences (work-stretches), e.g. allowed shift transitions and maximum / minimum consecutive work days. Schedule constraints that apply to a work-line for a single nurse (a combination of work-stretches), e.g. maximum number of assignments, maximum weekends worked, personal shift requests on / off. Roster constraints that apply across nurse work-lines for the entire roster, e.g. cover requirements.
Various descriptions of the NRP have been presented in literature, featuring different constraints and different combinations of these being considered hard / soft constraints. We explore the NRP as defined in [22] , and use their set of benchmark datasets hosted online along with best known bounds 1 . Three methods are applied to the NRP dataset in [22] , the ejection chain and branch-and-price from [23] , and solving the formulation provided with the integer programming software Gurobi 5.6.3. The instances of the NRP dataset have also been solved as a partially weighted maxSAT problem [24] The objective is to minimise the weighted sum of undercover, overcover, and not satisfied nurse shift preferences. This is subject to 10 requirements (with their respective category: sequence, schedule, or roster):
1) A nurse cannot be assigned more that one shift on a single day -sequence. 2) Certain shifts cannot follow each other on consecutive days, i.e. a Day shift cannot immediately follow a Night shift -sequence. 3) Nurses cannot be assigned more than a certain number each type of shift -schedule. 4) Nurses cannot work less than a minimum or more than a maximum number of hours in the schedule -schedule.
1 http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/~psztc/NRP/index.html 5) Nurses cannot work more than a maximum number of days in a row without a day off -sequence. 6) Nurses cannot work less than a minimum number of days in a row before having a day off -sequence. 7) Nurses cannot take less than a minimum number of days off in a row -sequence. 8) Nurses cannot work more than a maximum number of weekends in a schedule -schedule. 9) Nurses cannot work on days on which they have booked leave -sequence. 10) There is an ideal cover requirement to be achieved each day, with over cover / under cover penalised -roster. A summary of the benchmark instances is given in Table  I , varying in the 3 problem dimensions: number of weeks, nurses, and shift types. These instances are highly constrained due to requirement 4, which is both an upper and lower bound on hours worked. This requirement is often quite strict, not allowing much variation in the number of shifts each nurse is required to work. As a result, purely random constructions heuristics perform poorly for these problems.
III. MODEL
Here we will present the Integer Programming formulation for our solution construction method. The solution construction involves solving an integer program (IP) for single nurse's work-line. A typical integer programming formulation for a NRP will utilise variables representing the assignment of a particular nurse to a specific shift on a given day, as in [22] , [23] .
As solution construction time is of concern, we make use of the concept of work-stretches for the variables of our IP in order to reduce complexity. We define a work-stretch as a continual sequence of shift assignments for a specific nurse with no off-days in between, combined with a stretch of offdays of the minimum required length as shown in Figure 1 . These work-stretches are able to incorporate all the sequence constraints of the problem, as well as the costs due to nurse preferences not satisfied. Only work-stretches that satisfy all of the sequence constraints (and so are feasible for our problem) are generated and added to the problem as variables.
There are several examples in literature of the use of workstretch like structures for the NRP, mainly for use in heuristics, including [21] who also present a brief summary of workstretches in NRP. For rostering problems more generally, [25] present a general column generation approach based upon work-stretches to reduce complexity. They use a nested resource constrained shortest path that builds work-stretches then uses these to construct columns of work-lines for nurses. Their method is further refined and utilised in a branch-andprice framework [26] .
In using work-stretches to model our NRP, we reduce the number of constraints we need to formulate explicitly in our model. Each nurse's schedule is modelled as a network flow with side constraints that cover only the schedule and roster constraints. By introducing single off-day variables, we can model all combinations of shifts on and off by allowing transitions from work-stretches to other work-stretches or to these single off-day variables. The mathematical formulation of this integer programming model for a given nurse i ∈ I is given here in terms of the notation described in Table II. First, we construct the network flow for this nurse. Equations (1) and (2) set up the source and sink of the flow respectively. Equation (3) defines the flow conservation for all other nodes, that the sum of work-stretches or off days finishing on a given day equals the sum of those starting the next day.
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Parameter maximum number of hours that nurse i ∈ I can be assigned Equations (4), (5), and (6) cover the schedule requirements 3, 4, and 8 respectively for the nurse. Equation (4) specifies that for each shift type t ∈ T the sum of shifts of that type worked by the nurse is less than the maximum allowed. Equation (5) specifies that the sum of hours worked by the nurse is within the allowed bounds. Equation (6) specifies that the sum of weekends worked by the nurse is less that the allowed number.
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For the roster requirement of meeting cover demand, we sum assigned work-stretches for all nurses in the current solution:
Assigning under and over-cover variables the correct values:
The objective function is then the sum of work-stretch and off-day costs with under and over cover:
IV. ACO-IP ALGORITHM ACO is a meta-heuristic based upon quality solutions leaving pheromones to encourage future solutions. Generally, the solution construction heuristic that is guided by these pheromones is just a weighted random selection. In the case of highly constrained rostering problems, this weighted random selection may choose shift / off-day combinations early on that means upper or lower bounds for work hours cannot be satisfied. To address this, we use an integer programming based ant construction in our ACO-IP hybrid algorithm.
Our ant construction is still guided by random choices in the ACO fashion, using a heuristic component, η, calculated using problem specific knowledge, and a pheromone component, τ . Typically, there is one η and τ component per decision made in the ant construction. As our decisions are the assignment of whole work-stretches, the number of which is exponential in number of shift types, we instead use one of each component η and τ for each shift for each nurse for each day. Rather than directly informing the choice of work-stretch, the weightings are used to choose the reduced set of shifts that will make the components of the work-stretches. All feasible work-stretches are then generated from this subset of shifts, with integer programming used to select the best schedule from these subset of all work-stretches. From the set of available shifts, each is given a probability of being chosen, then shifts are selected for each day without replacement until the desired number of shifts are chosen. Only work-stretches comprising the chosen set of shifts on their given days will be added to the integer programming problem. Thus we have for each ant:
where S is the current solution, p itd (S) is the probability of choosing shift t for nurse i and day d given solution S, η itd (S) is the calculated heuristic value of shift t for nurse i on day d given solution S, τ itd is the pheromone value, and α and β are parameters to adjust the influence of η and τ .
After each iteration, all of the pheromone components are evaporated according to some evaporation rate, ρ, then updated with an additional pheromone amounts for each solution in that iteration. The amount of pheromone left is proportional to the quality of the solution, 1 objval(S) for a minimisation problem with solution S, scaled by a constant Q:
where S n is the set of solutions for iteration n. To avoid extreme pheromone values, it is typical to control the values of pheromones using fixed maximum and minimum pheromone levels. We do not run our algorithm for long enough for this to become necessary.
The approach as described above makes use of the η and τ components to choose the work-stretches that are included in the integer programming problem for each nurse, but not to influence the decisions made directly. The decision of what schedule to choose is limited by the options given by the pheromone guided random choice of shifts, but is made to minimise the objective given in Equation 10 for the available options of work-stretches. This limits the influence of the pheromones in directing the search. It is possible to address this by similarly randomly weighting the objective coefficients for undercover of the corresponding shift and day combinations.
Algorithm 1 Ant Construction: make_ants()
for ant in num_ants do 2: new_sol = best solution copy for all nurse in nurses do 4: remove work-line for current nurse from new_sol for all day in horizon do 6: calculate heuristic weight from new_sol cover randomly choose num_shift shifts weighted by heuristic weight and pheromone 8: end for make_workstretches(chosen_shifts) 10: solve_nurse() add work-line to new_sol 12: end for end for Also of interest are the heuristic weights η, which if calculated for the first few nurses of a solution, will give little information as to which shifts should be scheduled as most of the solution is empty. This can be addressed with a pseudo-elitist strategy where the best know solution is assumed to be present for nurses whose work-lines have not yet been constructed. This both gives the η components a more insightful value and encourages solutions closer to the best known solution. The algorithm for the ant construction in this way is shown in Algorithm 1. The construction of multiple 410 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017 ants is able to parallelised easily, and we make use of this in our application of the method. Solving single work-lines to optimality in serial can result in less solution diversity than other random construction methods, especially when we do not alter the objective coefficients for undercover of shifts. To consistently achieve good solutions and properly explore the search space, it is desirable to have some diversity in the solutions being constructed.
In order to improve solution quality, we can make use what diversity there is in the solution set, even for solutions of varied quality, by solving an IP as a final merging step for solutions explored. By combining work-stretches from previous solutions into an IP and taking the current best solution as an incumbent solution, we can explore the neighbourhood around our best solution. As we do not consider all possible work-stretches, this keeps the IP a more manageable size.
The overarching ACO algorithm is described in Algorithm 2, with the integer programming merge step as described as a final step to improve solutions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To determine the effectiveness of our new approach, we evaluate its performance on the 24 NRP benchmark instances discussed above. Parameter tuning was performed on a subset of the benchmark instances to improve solution quality. Our algorithm was then applied to the full NRP benchmark dataset with the tuned parameters, with ant construction run in parallel. We also analyse the variance of performance of the algorithm on a subset of the NRP dataset. The results are compared with existing results for this NRP dataset from the literature. The ACO-IP hybrid algorithm was implemented in Python to construct 4 ants in parallel for each iteration, using the commercial solver Gurobi 7.0 to evaluate the integer programs. All runs were conducted on 4 threads of an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz.
A. Parameter Tuning
There are several parameters in our algorithm that can affect performance. Here we present a brief study over several choices of parameter values to tune our algorithm. The selection of some parameters were made explicitly with time or computational hardware considerations in mind.
The termination criteria was set to 50 iterations of the ACO loop then 5 minutes for the integer programming merge step (or until optimality is proven). The iteration limit chosen is aimed at reducing the run time for instances.
The number of shift types to choose as options for building work-stretches in the ant construction was chosen to be 3 for all instances. As the number of work-stretches can be exponential in the number of shift types, this number of shifts was chosen to give a balance of choices available, which influences convergence performance, and also keeping solve times short. For instances with 3 shift types or less, this means that we are reducing greatly the variability in our approach, especially when the number of employees is small and time horizon is short. As such we omitted the 7 smallest instances from our experiments.
The ant construction in our algorithm is able to be done in parallel, this allows multiple ants to be constructed at each iteration without increase in overall solution time (given enough CPUs). The ant population size was chosen to be 4 ants per iteration for all instances. This was mainly due to computational hardware constraints, enabling each ant construction one CPU core in parallel.
The pheromone evaporation rate ρ was chosen to be 0.05. As we initiate all pheromone values at 1, the evaporation rate was chosen such that after the 50 iteration limit the pheromone values would be reduced by about an order of magnitude.
The parameters selected for tuning were the constant multiplier for pheromone placement, Q, and the heuristic and pheromone influence parameters, α and β. These parameters were tuned for the whole of our ACO-IP algorithm, not including the integer programming merge step, as the variation in solutions generated in the ACO-loop of our algorithm also influences the performance of the merge step.
The choice of the constant Q affects the amount of pheromones placed by ants each iteration. This effects the convergence of pheromone values. As the solution quality ( 1 objval ) is instance dependent, this constant Q was chosen in terms of the objective value of the initial solution, scaled by some constant Q s . This gives:
where inisol is the objective value of the initial solution for the solve. This makes the choice of value specific for the instance, without the need for any a priori knowledge. The α and β parameters effect the relative influence of the heuristic information and pheromone values on the random solution construction. To determine the best combination of Q s , α, and β, combinations were evaluated for a subset of instances (instances 12, 15, and 19) for 10 runs each.
The choices of parameters for testing were Q x ∈ [0.1, 0.5, 1], α ∈ [0, 0.5, 1], and β ∈ [1] . The results of these runs are shown in Table III . The use of pheromones to guide the search can be seen to have a beneficial effect as performance is worse when α is set to 0 (when pheromone values are ignored). The algorithm tends to perform better with more of an influence on the heuristic values. This may be due to the limited number of iterations not allowing convergence of the pheromone values. For further runs a Q s walue of 0.1, α value of 0.5, and β value of 1 were chosen.
B. Variance of Performance
As with other random searches, the variance in performance of the ACO algorithm can be quite large. Here we aim to analyse the variance of performance for our ACO-IP hybrid algorithm. To do this we tested our algorithm more extensively on a subset of the NRP dataset (instances 12, 15, and 19).
Our algorithm was run 30 times on each instance, with the mean performance and standard deviation presented for both after the ACO loop is complete, and after the final integer programming merge step. The results are summarised in Table  V . It is clear that our integer programming merge step leads to a significant improvement in solutions achieved. The standard deviation of solution achieved does not decrease significantly after the merge step, and in fact increases, indicating there is still variability in the performance of the integer programming merge step.
C. Comparison of Results
Finally our algorithm was run on all instances of the NRP dataset with tuned parameters for comparison with existing results in literature for the dataset used. Existing results on this dataset for comparison are shown in Table IV, including the work of [24] who model the NRP using Partial Weighted maxSAT and solve it using the WPM3 algorithm of [27] for 4 hours runtime, both an ejection chain heuristic method (reported after 10 and 60 minutes, solutions after 60 minutes shown) and a branch-and-price method implemented by [22] as in [23] , and finally results for a complete integer programming implementation of the problem instances from [22] , run on Gurobi 7.0 with a 1 hour runtime limit. The best results for these methods are compared with the average result of 10 runs of our ACO-IP approach in Table  IV . Note that in our parameter tuning we trained on Instances 12, 15, and 19. Other methods were not similarly trained on a subset of the instances used for comparison.
Best results across all methods are highlighted in bold. While Gurobi obtains the best solution for the largest number of test instances, it is clear that it does not scale well with increasing problem size. Indeed, as the problem size increases our method clearly starts to outperform the others presented 412 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. PRAGUE, 2017 here. For the medium to large instances, our method is comparable to or outperforms the best other heuristic method (ejection chain). While the ability to solve larger problems is encouraging for the scalability of our method, further research is required to improve the method. Gurobi is able to generate solutions of better quality for the medium sized instances, and further work is required to ensure we are generating good solutions for the larger instances.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new ACO-IP hybrid metaheuristic for highly constrained rostering problems. It uses an integer programming based solution construction to avoid problems of finding feasible solutions inherent in other random construction methods typical of ACO when problems are highly constrained, as well as to enhance the quality of the schedule chosen over a subset of all options. Performance of the algorithm is improved by a novel integer programming merge step which uses past solutions to explore the neighbourhood around the best solution achieved. While unable to compete against Gurobi for solution quality in the small to medium sized instances, our method scales well and outperforms Gurobi and all other methods for large instances, and is generally able to achieve good solutions to medium instance comparable to or better than the ejection chain heuristic.
These results show that our ACO-IP hybrid algorithm can be effective for highly constrained problems, this encourages the further improvement of the method and application to rostering problems more generally.
